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Rolling out exclusive prints with folio launch from illumin8
Simple and yet very stylish, this choice of window dressing is both practical and functional and a fantastic way to transform windows for
any room in your home. illumin8 specialise in creating incredibly gorgeous fabric designs that are full of colour and are completely on trend.
With a myriad of plain shades in both transparent and blackout qualities, plus some beautiful textures and interesting weaves, you will
certainly find one to suit your decor. However, it’s the design collection of exciting printed fabrics that are all exclusive to illumin8,
which makes folio very special.

Taking influence from the latest interior trends, the designers have worked hard to bring you the best selection of desirable patterns available
today. Or if you are looking for something a little more unique, browse through the range of sheers as a contemporary alternative to net curtains.
These delicately woven fabrics will diffuse the light and create some privacy through the window or can be teamed with one of our many blackout
fabrics, to create the folio Duo roller blind which gives you all you need for both day and night-time use.

And finally, with a folio roller blind, you have the option to personalise it further with our specially selected range of accessories making
your window decoration decision, one that you will love for a long time.

Adamaris Blue

Calming, relaxing and serene, muted blue is a therapeutic
colour fit for any bathroom. The Adamaris Blue roller blind with
complementing EVO headrail is the perfect accompaniment to
the warm, natural finishes in this washroom.

Belle Ochre
All the primary colours in this room are at the dark, rich
edge of their colour palette and as a result create a striking
impression. Belle Ochre is populated with a white holly
berries in silhouette with the occasional red berry surprise.

Carmen Bronze
There is nothing more sophisticated than a
multi-layered neutral scheme, peppered with
natural metallic elements and fabrics.
The Carmen Bronze Roller blinds in this grand
bay, have a tactile embroidered feel but with
a practical blackout back.

Hampton Stripe Green
Dropping fabulously in line, with the oh-so-current greenery trend, the
Hampton Stripe Roller blind is available in numerous colours, but in this
shade the kitchen area feels clean and bright, bringing the outside in.

Imala Duckegg
You cannot escape the watercolour, painterly effect that is appearing
on lots of interior products at the moment and this Imala Duckegg
roller blind evokes memories of clear skies and inviting seas.

Isla Smoke
Textures, textures and more textures – how can
you resist this simple yet totally jaw-dropping
bedroom space? With the Isla Smoke roller blind
as the finishing touch at the window, all those
neutral shades are brought together in an exclusive
hand-drawn print, outlined in corresponding
colours, top and bottom.

Isla Ochre
A brave combination – not for the faint-hearted. But if making a
dramatic impact is your intent, then you can’t go wrong with the
darkest shade of blue on the walls coupled with pops of yellow
to inspire interest. All you need is a good book!

Lula Blue
Coastal style interior themes come round year on year and none more
so that this naval inspired stripe, brightening up the conservatory room.
Strong blues and brilliant whites are the classic feel-good combo.

Maisie Duckegg
The pale and interesting, watercolour print on the front fabric of this
Duo Roller blind, has a delightfully calming effect in this dressing room,
but the clever bit is the second, sheer roller blind behind, which offers
the greatest light control on a single complementary headrail.

Meli Retro
Who doesn’t love the joy that a retro inspired design can bring to a room and the Meli
exclusive print is certainly livening up this breakfast bar. The bright colours within the
intricately drawn floral Roller blind will be sure to bring joy and energy to your day.

Radley White
Casting dappled shadows through
the delicate design of this sheer Roller
blind, this landing is given a gorgeous
addition to its all-white scheme.

Honesty Mono
The sensationally effective monochromatic scheme
is an all-time favourite, supported here by the delicate,
fine lines of this hand-drawn design, which is dramatically
outlined with the EVO colour co-ordinated black head
& bottom rails. A real class act!

Neu Pastel
Geometrics are the mainstay of the design world and look wonderful in all window
decorating solutions. Neu Pastel has a particularly lovely combination of subtle pink
and grey tints and yet shows strength in the angular, horizontally repeated pattern.

Millie Purple
A classically designed print, shown
here in support of an emerging
colour trend, ultra violet.
The carefully created artwork for this Roller
blind fabric, brings a touch of class beside
this traditional window seat.

Reverie Natural
Blackout fabrics don’t have to be boring to
look at, as showcased by this textured linen,
easy to live with neutral, which is enhanced
with a beautiful foil outlined leaf print.
The perfect finishing touch.

Kappa Brackets

Braids

Personalise your roller blind with beautiful accessories

Pulls

